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A LARGE-SCA LE CROSS-SECTIONAL TEST 
OF THE RISK-RETURN IMPLICATIONS OF 

THE CONSUMPTION RISK MODEL 
J. Austin Murphy 

Introduction 

The establishment of an empirically-verified modc:l of risk-return relation-
ships in the capital market continues to be an important i~suc in finance and 
economics. One important theory of the capital markets is Breeden's ( 1979) 
Consumption Risk Model (CRM), which Mankiw and Shapiro ( 1986) and 
others have stated 10 be preferable on theoretical grounds 10 competing 
models. The CRM hypothesi1es that wealth b more highly valued in periods 
of low consumption, and that required returns on as~cts should be a positive 
linear function of the covariam:c of the asset,' return, \\ith changes in real 
aggregate consumption. 

Since its original development, the CRr-.1 has been ~ubjected to rigorous 
empirical examination. Se,eral studies. ~ueh a\ Hansen and Singleton (1983), 
Dunn and Singleton ( 1983, 1986). Jagannathan ( 1985). and Fer,on and r-.ler-
rick (1987), ha,e focused on the theory's implications for macroeconomic 
relatiomhip, ,uch a~ the marginal rate of ~ubst itution between inve,tment 
return, and consumption. Other re,earehcr,, such a~ Hatul-.a ( 198-t), Manl-.i" 
and Shapiro ( 1986), and Breeden. Gibbon~. and Litzenberger ( 1987). ha,e 
examined the eross-,ectional rdationship between a,,et returns and C RM 
risk. Although the empirical findings have not been wholly supportive of 
the theory, 1-cr,on and Merrie!.. ( 1987) ha, e found the rc,ulh to be material-
ly affected by different as~umption., concerning parameter stationarity. In 
addition, Dunn and Singleton ( 1986) have , ho,~n that failure to include the 
con,umption flo,\ of durable, into the time-~cric:s comumption e,timatc can 
have an adver~e impact on the empirical finding,. Similarly, l\lan!..iw and 
Shapiro ( 1986) haH· noted that general error, in mea.,uring the consumption 
variable can distort empirical tc,1s of the CRM. 

This paper complement~ prc,ious empirical research on the CRI\I by utiliz-
ing different econometric techniques anti data 10 tc~t the precise risk-return 
implication~ of the theory. In particular. thi~ re~carch U\e~ a large-scale cros~-
sectional sample, explicitly addre~,es the important prohlems of parameter 
non-stationarity and error~ in variable~. and explicitly include~ a mca,urc 
of the consumption now of durables into the time-series consumption e5li-
mate. The le~tabk implications of the CRr-.t and general econometric 
problems arc di~cu~~cd, follo,\ed by a description of the testing procedure 
and data used in the re~earch. an explanation of the results of the test, and 
a summation of the findings. 

The Tcstahlc Il )'pothesis of the CRM and faonometric Problcm5 

With respect 10 the risk-return lradeoffs existing in the capital markets. 
the CRM implies that, for any three asset\ j, f, and m, 
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(Uj - Uf)/(Bj - Bf) = (Urn - uf)/ (Bm - Br), (I) 

where u denote~ the expected in,tantancou-. real return on the ,ub,cripted 
asset, and B (the comurnption beta) represent~ the contribution of the sub-
scripted a-.,et to aggregate real consumption risk. Con~umption betas for 
any a,set I.. arc rnea~ured by the euuation 

<"V "' "' Bi.. = Cov(Rk, C)/Var(C), (2) 

,, here"' denote, a random variable, and R1, and C arc the logarithmic real 
return on as,ct k and thl' logarithmic change in aggregate real consumption, 
respectively. 

To preclude po,sible di\ i~ion by zero, (I) can b.: rearranged to yield the 
equation 

(3) 

\\here denote, an a\'erage ,alue, and the CRl\1 implies that the parameters 
go and g1 ,hould conform to the restriction~ 

O. and 
I. 

(4) 
(5) 

To tc,t the joint CRI\I hypothe~is in (4,5), a\erage return, and beta~ for a 
,et of different a,,ct, can be e<,timated in the fir,t ,1age using time-series data. 
and the g parameter~ can be c~timatcd in the: second stage: u~ing the cross-
sectional parameter estimates. Thi, t,~o-,tage proce~, i~ ,imilar to that em-
ployed to tc~t the ri~l-. -n:turn implication~ of other rnoc.kh of capital market 
equilibrium (Black. Jensen. and Sc:holes, 1972). 

To estimatt: consumption beta, in the fir~t stage of a CRil,I test. the time-
series of logarithmic real a,set return, can be regn:sscd on tht: correspond-
ing logarithmic change, in aggregate real consumption. Uccau~e the indepen-
dent \ ariable in the fiN ,tage (changes in aggregate n:al con-.urnption) b 
rnca~ured with extraordinary error (Morgemtern, 1963). hov.e,cr, the regrt"ll-
,ion suffer, from the obviou, problem of aror, in variable, (.I udge t:t al., 

In addition, Fcr,on and l\lerrid (1987) and Cornell (1981), 
respectively, ha,e indkated that problem~ of autocorrelation and beta non-
Mationarit} may abo exist in comurnption beta estimation. 

Stati,tical problem, exi\l in the ~e,ond ,tagc of the test as well. f·or in-
,tancc, because the independent variable in the ,econd ,tage indudcs betas 
which are measured ,,ith error in the fir~t stage, the second-,tage regression 
al,o w ffers from the problem of error~ in \ ariables. The,e \ arious problem~ 
a,,ociated with asset-pricing tests arc addressed in the next section. 
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The Testing Procedure 

Addre sing the Econometric Problems of the Test 
The existence of an unobservable independent variable results in errors 

in variables and biased parameter estimates if Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 
is used. Nevertheless, consistent parameter estimates are obtainable if In-
strumental Variables (IV) estimators are employed (Judge et al., 
1982:534-548). An IV estimator requires specification of an instrument which 
has a high correlation with the true independent variable but which is not 
correlated with the errors in variables, i.e., is not correlated with the vector 
of differences between the proxy and the true independent variable. 

An IV estimator, which is well-accepted in the econometric literature as 
a consistent and fairly efficient estimator, is the 3-group method (Johnston. 
1984). This estimator utili£es an instrumental variable which ha~ a value of 
I, 0, and - I for observations where the proxicd independent variable has 
a value which, by relative magnitude, is in the upper, middle, and lower third 
of all observations, respectively (Kmenta, 1986). 

Addressing the problem of parameter non-stationarity, Murphy (1984) has 
proven that, if the time-series variation in parameter values is uncorrelated 
with the time-series variation in other model parameters, average parameter 
estimates can be validly employed 10 test the linear ri\k-return implications 
of asset pricing-modeh. When estimating the average value of the beta 
parameters, however, non-stationarity can cause hetcroskedastidty relative 
to the independent variable in the first srage (Judge ct al., 1982:503-505). 

To determine whether heteroskedasticity relative to the independent vari-
able in the first ~rage is present, a Goldfeld-Quandt (GQ) teM rnn be con-
ducted (Judge et al., 1982:421-422). In thh test, the ,um of the ,quared 
re,iduals from the ob,ervations with the highest squared logarithmic change, 
in real conwmption is ui\ idcd by the sum of the squared residual\ from the 
observations,, ith the smalle\t ,qua red logarithmic changes in real consump-
tion to compute an F-\tatistic. If ii can be inferred from the F-req that het-
croskedasticity exists, then a Generali,ed Least Square, (GLS) estimator, 
which weights the obsenation, by the absolute \alue of the inverse of the 
logarithmic change in aggregate real con~umption. can be used. 

To test monthly return, for autocorrelation, Durbin-Wat\on (0-\\'l statis-
tics can be utiliLed. If a sufficient number of D-W \alues arc significant, 
it may be appropriate to employ a GLS adju,tment for autocorrelation. 

Even with consumption betas estimated consistently and efficiently, er-
ror, in variables "ill ,till exist in the second stage, since the true betas are 
unobscnable. This study employs the 3-group method to consistently e\ti-
ma1e the g parameter\. In addition, because the consumption betas are meas-
ured with different degrees of accurac) in the first stage of the test, 
hcteroskedasticity might exist in the second stage relative to the standard er-
ror of these firsHtage beta est imates, and a G LS adjustment migbt be ap-
propriate. 
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Data 
To conduct the test, the assets j, f, and m in equation (3) must be speci-

fied. Although the choice is somewhat arbitrary, thi, study wilt utilize for 
asset j a portfolio consisting of a long position on a stock and a short posi-
tion on the risk-free, one-month T-bill. The nominal return on this portfo-
lio j represents the exce,, return on the stock commonly employed in empirical 
research of asset-pricing theorie\ (Miller and Scholes, 1972). Assets f and 
m for the test are specified to be the risk-free T-bill am.I a marl,.ct portfolio 
proxy, respectively, with Rand B for these asset, being estimated using the 
same time horizon as employed for the stock-bill portfolio. 

Individual stock return, are obtained from the Center for Research in Secu-
rity Prices (CRSP) Monthly Stock Return, file. All ob,ervations on each 
of the 2043 stocks with more than 60 obs en at ions O\'Cr the 1959-84 interval 
are included in the sample.' For the market portfolio proxy, a long position 
with a 60<T'o equity (NYSE value-weighted), Jo0 ·o corporate bond (CRSP long-
term high-grade), and I 0«ro Treasury bond (CRSP long-term U.S. govern-
ment) weighting is combined with a ~hon I00«ro T-bill position. The nomi-
nal return on this portfolio represent, the exce,s return on a market index 
,imilar to that used by Friend. Westerfield, and Granito ( 1978) in previous 
asset-pricing research. Return data for rhe various componenh of rhe mar-
1,.et portfolio proxy, as \\Cll as data on the Comumcr Price Index (CPI) in-
nation rate (the logarithmic of which is ,ubtrac1cd from nominal logarithmic 
returns to compute logarithmic real return, for each asset). arc obtained from 
the CRSP lndice, File. 

For measurement of rhe monthly changes in aggn:gare real consumption, 
data from the Citibank Economic Database (CITIDASE.) is employed. Bc-
cau,e government-reported aggregate consumption includes expenditures for 
durable~ and clothing. this \'3riable is 1101 an accurate mca,ure of true con-
sumption. Instead, real consumption i~ computi:d by adding the real c,pen-
diturcs on non-durables (not including clothing) to the real consumption of 
durables and clothing. For thb study, real consumption of durables (cloth-
ing) i~ assumed to occur at a monthly rate equal to 3% ( 12.50/o ) of the previ-
ous month's stock of unconsumed real durables (clothing), \\ith I0O'o (250/o) 
of durables (clothing) being consumed in the month of expenditure anJ with 
stocb of real unconsumed durable~ (clothing) being computed prior to I 959 
using quarterly data on durable<, (clothing) expenditures beginning in 1947. 
Air hough U.S. government records (such a<, those of the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis) on stocks of durables often as<iume consumption over a ~horter 
life (like 3 years) using straight-line depreciation method~, Dunn and Single-
ton (1986) have shown that accelerated consumption over longer lives is a 
theoretically more justified procedure. 

In an efficient marl,.et (Muth, 1961), price v.ill incorporate the bC\I theo-
retical forecast of consumption. To compute the covariance in (2), consump-
tion changes or deviations should therefore be measured from this 
expectation. Although Breeden (1980) has rnggested the expectations of 
professional econombts as the best forecast, such forecasts arc nor broken 
down by durables and clothing category and are not available for monthly 
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forecasts. In addition, 5ince it is not always clear that economists' forecasts 
' are superior to naive forecasts (Cooper, 1972, and McNees, 1979), this 

research estimates betas u,ing changes in real consumption as opposed to 
deviations from economists' expectations.' 

Comparison to Other CroM,-St•ctional Tt•~I'> 
The testing methodology employed in thi, stuJy differs from other cross-

sectional tests of the CRM both in term~ of the sample size anJ the econo-
metric procedure employeJ. In particular, other cross-sectional tests have 
utilized considerably smaller ~ample sizes. with the sample, of Hatuka, ( 1984). 
Mankiw and Shapiro ( 1986). and Breeden, Gibbons, and Litzenberger ( 1987) 
including only, respectively. several future, contracts, the 464 stocks which 
were continuously listed on the NYSE between 1959 and 1982, and a ,mall 
number of portfolio5. In addition, unlike this research, each of these other 
cross-sectional stuJies failed to incorporate a measure of the consumption 
now of durable" into the time-~eries consumption data when estimating con-
sumption betas. Finally, none of these ~111dies explicitly addre~sed the econo-
metric problems of heteroskedasticity and error, in variables in consumption 
beta estimation.' Through utili,ation of a different sample and testing proce-
dure. the results of thi~ research ,hould contribute 5ignificantly to the em-
pirical c,idencc on the CRl\1. 

The Rt·-.ult" 
The re,ults of the first-stage D-W te~t, re,ealed that only-4.60D''o (2.691110) 

of the 20-tJ first-5tage D-W statistics were significant using the upper (low-
er) bound of D-W table,. lkcall',c these findings provide little el'idence of 
autocorrelation, a <,LS adju5tmen1 for autocorrelation i5 not made. 

On the other hand. 39.70% of the first-stage GQ F-statbtic5 \1ere found 
to be significant at the .05 le, cl. Such e, idencc implic, the existence of het-
eroskedasticity relative to the ,quare of the logarithmic changes in real con-
'>Utnption anJ i5 con,istent with the hypothc,is that consumption betas for 
many stocks arc non-stationary. l he rc.\ults also indicate that a GLS adjust-
ment for hctero,kedasticity ma) be appropriate.' 

Table I display, the results of the second-stage tests\\ hen betas are esti-
mated using the IV l''>timator with and 11ithout the first-stage GLS aJjuM-
mcnt for hcteroskcdasticity. i\s can bl: ,een from thl: F-statbtics, the C R,\l 
is rejected in each ca,e at the .01 level. The g I parameter c~timatc b signifi-
cantly positive as prcdicteJ, but it is significantly bs than the predicted value 
of 1.0. Further testing revealed (not shown) that u,e of a GLS adjustment 
for second-stage hctero5J..edasticity relative to the standard error in estimat-
ing indi, idual consumption beta, would not materially affect the,e findings.' 

These results for the C RT\! arc similar to those found by HaLul-.a (1984), 
MankiY. anJ Shapiro ( 1986), and Breeden. Gibbons. and Litzenberger ( 1987) 
using different testing procedures and samples. All of the studies have found 
evidence of a positive relationship between C RM risk and return. but it has 
not been of the exact magnitude implied by the theory. This research add~ 
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TABLE I 
Second-Stage Test Results• 

(Rj- Rf)(Bm - Bf)= go +gJ (Rm - Rf)(Bj - Bf) 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Beta 
Het. Adj.h go (t') gJ (td) F' 

No -.0025 (7.3956*) .2363 (11.9662*) 1663.6107* 
Yes .0059 (4.02) 2*) .0739 (4.8690*) 5818.9780* 

*Significant at the .01 level. 
"Uses the three group method to estimate the g parameters. 
hThis column denotes whether the betas employed in the second stage are 
estimated with an adju~tment for first -stage heteroskcdasticity or not. 
·Tests the Ho: Go=0. 
''Tests the Ho: gJ =0. 
'Tests the joint CR!\I Ho: go=0 and gJ = 1. 

to the existing evidence on the CRM by achieving \imilar results in spite of 
the utilization of a larger and different sample than the other studies and 
in spite of the use of a different procedure for estimating consumption betas. 

The results of thi~ study's CR!\1 test arc also ,imilar to those found when 
a competing theory of the capital markets, Sharpe's (1964) Capital Asset Pric-
ing Model (CAPM), is tested. Lil-.e the findings for the CRM in this research. 
typical empirical tests of the C/\PM find a positive association between 
returns and the CAPM beta risk mea,ure (Stambaugh, 1982). but the exact 
linear relationship implied by the CAPJ\1 is invariably rejected (Gibbons. 
1982. and Shanl-.en. 1987).' 

Summar~ 

Empirical verification of a general model of the risl-.-return tradeoffs in 
the capital markets would represent an important step in our understanding 
of economics and finance. /\!though a statistically significant, positive as-
sociation between return and comumption betas is discovered, the c,act CRM 
relationship indkatcd in (I) is found to be inconsistent v.ith the empirical 
evidence. The finding of a relationship between model risl-. and return that 
has the correc.:t sign but the incorrect magnitude is similar to the finding in 
other 1ests of the CKM as well as in test~ of another popular theory, 1he 
CAPM. 

The rejection of the CKM in thi s study lends support to previous research 
which ha\ unco\ ered other empirical evidence which is not wholly consis-
tent with the CRM. Discovering additional deviations from the CRM . as well 
as the factor(s) causing the deviations. represents a fertile area for fu1ure 
research. For example, a comparat ive testing of the risk-return implications 
of the 3-momcnt consumption risk mode l developed by Kraus and Litzen-
berger ( 1983) might represent a particularly important research topic. In ad-
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dilion. further refinements in measuring the consumption variable. such as 
the Mankiw and Shapiro ( 1986) suggestion of using only the consumption 
o f stockholders. if obtainable. might also prove fruitful. 

Footnote\ 

'For stocks whose return5 \\ere not available from CRSP for every month 
in the 1959-84 interval. months of missing ob,ervations were ignored for pur-
pose of estimating the first-\tage parameters. 

'The use of expectation~ not conditioned on ex-ante information or fore-
casts implicitly a~sume~ that the time-serie, expected value for consumption 
equals 1he average sample ex-po.\t value. Gro,sman and Schiller ( 1982) have 
shown that. in general, the(. Rl\1 rhk-return rdationship~ should hold for 
these unconditional expectations. 

'It should be noted, however, that the l\lanki\, and Shapiro (1986) study 
did implicitly addres~ the error, in variables issue by u,ing ratios of betas 
in the second stage of the test. 

'Without the GI.S adju~tment, the beta e,timate\ averaged 2.76 and ranged 
between -9.51 and 17 .51, \\ i1 h 12.090'0 of the hetas heing negative and with 
80% of the beta estimate\ falling bet"een -0.24 and 6.03 . These consump-
tion beta range\ arc ,imilar to those found by Breeden. Gibbom, and Lit-
zenberger (1987) for entire portfolios. The range~ were somewhat larger \\hen 
the GLS adju~tmcnt '-'a\ employed. 

'Further te,ting (not ,hown) \\as abo conducted to determine the effet.:t 
of other econometric problems. but the overall finding, \\ ere not materially 
arfccted. For instance, becau,.: consumption i!, meawred O\Cr a month'\ time 
interval imtcad of at di,crete time poinb. Breeden. Gibbon~, and Litzen-
berger (1987) ha,c shown that e,timated beia~ arc bia,ed and ,hould be mul-
tiplied by 4/3. Such an adju!,tment wa, attempted, but neither the sign nor 
the significance of the ,econd-stagc parameter e,timatc, or test ,tati~tic~ 11ere 
affected. 

''Although most previous test, of the C1\Pl\l have utiliLed somewhat differ-
ent testing procedures, Murphy ( I 987) ha~ ~hown the rc\ult~ to be largely 
unaffected by the me1hodology employed in this re,ean:h to adju~t for the 
first-stage problem, of error~ in \ ariables and parameter non-stationarity in 
large-scale, cross-sectional C APJ\I test,. Comparative 1c~ts of the C,\ Pl\l and 
the CRM by Manl-.i\\ and Shapiro ( 1986) and Breeden. Gibbons, and Lit -
1enberger ( 1987) u,ing different resting procedures have yielded mi,ed results 
on the issue of which model is more con~istent with the empirical data. 
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